More Features from Acoustic-Friction Networks
In this supplementary document, we present more features of the algorithm employed on the recorded acoustic waveforms. Preparation of the samples for both Lab.Eq1 and Lab.Eq2 (Fig.S.1 ) and the results regarding source mechanism and position has been addressed in the previous publications [5, 6] . We also applied the introduced algorithm on aperture patterns and real time contact areas [2] [3] [4] .
In figure. S2 , we have shown the typical evolution of the modularity index and other parameters (log (B.C), with-in community index (z-score) and assortativity (r) from node 10) from Lab.Eq1. The evolutionary phases of the aforementioned phases shows a remarkable correlation with the recent reported displacement measurement from PMMA samples (Fig.S2b) while the phase II -indicated with notation "c" in Fig.S2a -in westerly granite samples is shorter than the reported results for PMMA [1] . While the emergence of the phase II in PMMA was related to the duration of the heat diffusion with respect to the released heat from the deformation (thermally induced weakening) in a tiny layer (~m µ ), the similar model on westerly granite does not support the obtained duration. We used a 1D thermal-diffusion model (as well as [1] ) , and simultaneously change the fracture energy and the thickness of the layer while the thermal diffusivity and heat capacity are assigned for Westerly granite as follows: (Fig.S2 f) , where temperature drops from ~1100 o C to ~500 o C. This fracture energy is not the mode I fracture surface energy for granite (as it has been assumed in [1] ) and is in the range of fracture energy for shear ruptures.
Considering that the source mechanism of most of the events in Lab.Eq.1 do have a significant component of double couple (DC) [5] , the assumption of the source of energy as the shear fracture is acceptable. We note that accepting this interpretation can lead to a method to estimate the fracture energy of the materials (at least in brittle materials) using just a single tiny event and the introduced networkalgorithm. The suggested cooling down period for phase II is compatible with the ideas on transient threshold strengthening in mean field theories [9, 11] . We also confirmed -each time-the rate of the phase II is higher than the last evolutionary phase. With ignoring phase I, we found that on average, the modularity profiles follow an asymmetric shape, a signature of cracking noise systems [9] [10] [11] [12] . The origin of the asymmetric shape is related to Eddy's currents in Barkhausen noise [10] and transient strengthening threshold in natural earthquakes [9] . Indeed, our results confirmed the results from natural earthquakes regarding the moment rate profile shape and its asymmetric nature. [1] ) . The phase IV is explained with the vibration of the interface, encoded in slow decaying part and finally cessation of the interface and the onset of the healing (also see Fig.S5 ).
Regardless of the exact mechanism, the general concept of fracture weakening mechanism does satisfy the observation in brittle and less brittle materials (such as PMMA). 
Figure S3. (Left panel)
The mean-spatial evolution of betweenness centrality from two typical precursor events (#9 and #31) -LabEQ1-and (Right panel) the spatial evolution of "network-local energy flow" . blue color shows the dropping part (phase 1&2) and the red color show the transition to rapid slip phase. The shape and the topology of the spatial landscape of network-local energy flow (i.e., log (B.C)) does change when the betweenness centrality approaches to its minimum value. We have just shown a part of fast slip phase (Phase II).
In figure S3 , we have shown the spatial variation of local flow energy index (B.C) for two arrested rupture fronts. The transition from phase I to phase II is accompanied by the remarkable change of spatial profiles while approaching minimum modularity (or the basin of minimum local energy flow) is followed by a fast rebounding of the profiles (where the maximum rebounding phase occurs in different basinnodes) . We also support the idea of the long period of the last phase of the evolution (phase IV) in figure S.4. Plotting typical events from Lab.EQ 1 and Lab.EQ2 regarding relative rest values shows that the slow decay phase for Lab.Eq2 events is more remarkable, indicating that the last evolutionary phase(without considering the healing process) is more affected by the topology and heterogeneity of the interface and process zones . The reason for the shorter duration of this stage can be probed through the role of the heterogeneities of the natural-rough fault. Increasing the heterogeneities is equal to decreasing the characteristic size of grains. It has been shown that the duration of an event is strongly shorter in polycrystalline materials rather than a single (more homogenous) one [14] . 
Lab.Eq2 The absolute mean rate of the decay for this phase has been shown in figure S5a,b. A simple power law can be fitted to the collapsed data set for both cases (for R2 class). For Lab.EQ1, we have: (Fig.S5d and Fig.3d ). In summary, we can strongly conclude that the events in R3 have a different state of deformation coinciding with the slow Page | 7
deformation. Indeed-on average-a low drop in modularity and a long tail duration results in higher Q (Fig.S5.f) .The cross-over to the R2 class is much more evident when we plot Following the same idea for phase II, we find that the dependency of the rate of the growth in this phase on the maximum relative Q(t) ,with a similar power law with a much smaller power coefficient α ≈ ) indicating a much shorter phase with a remarkable nearly constant duration (Fig.S6c,d ).
To support the idea of the possible scaling of the temporal mean of the modularity with the induced uniform shear stress we have shown two more network-parameters (mean of maximum Laplacian of eigenvalues and spatio-temporal of the centrality) in figure S.7. Remarkable separation of some rupture fronts are the indications of relatively abnormal rupture fronts. In this case, as we have shown in the main text (Fig.3c) , the most of the separated events have longer phase I, implicating a slow deformation. contains N nodes that are randomly distributed regarding to a probability distribution while preserving the degree distribution (obtained from experimental friction networks). We created three sets of the nullmodels, with respect to the three main evolutionary phases of modularity profiles. The three sets of null models (each set includes 1000 null models) are constructed for phase I, phase II and phase IV (we preserve the distribution of nodes based on the real-friction networks). In table I, we compared some of the real network attributes with the random graphs. We have presented the mean values of the friction networks -in each phase -over selected networks from R2 (regular) class and the mean values of randomgraphs (table S1). As one can follow the real-friction networks have different network parameters than the employed null models. We also note that with assuming the electrical noise of the system as the "random" network; we can see the main stages of the evolutionary phases are significantly different from the initial condition (black dashed line in Fig.S.6 .b). Considering that the initial condition is the result of the mean over 50 initial values ("rest state") of the system, we conclude that the evolutionary phases are different from ensemble of the system's noise. ) scale with longer recurrence times but that the inverse proposition is not correct ; In other words, the events with relatively longer recurrence times do not necessarily correlate with events with high released energy (R3 zone).
